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ABSTRACT 
With the rapid development of the IoT (Internet-of-Things), additional smart gadgets may be associated with the 

Internet, significantly enhancing data transfer and communication. For the past few years, IoT technology continues 

to not only gain popularity and importance but also witnesses the true realization of everything being smart. 

Software-Defined Networking (SDN) is known as a new model that separates the control plane and the data plane 

and is anticipated as a favorable solution for implementing Blockchain, to offer the scalability and adaptability 

required for IoT. Blockchain and SDN are two top innovations utilized to create secure network architectures and 

provide trustworthy data transmission. This work provides an optimized Blockchain-based SD IoT architecture for 

smart networks that is safe and energy-efficient. This work, is concentrated on blockchain-based SDN and creates 

an SDN-Blockchain Classifier. This IDS-based security tool provides a trust-based classifier by handling and 

reducing harmful traffic through traffic fusion and aggregation. Finally, it is concluded by evaluating the proposed 

framework SDN-Blockchain Classifier performance against MAC flooding attack in a simulation setting and 

demonstrating that it can attain optimized average throughput, response time, packet loss of crossing domain path, 

energy efficiency, end-to-end delay, file transfer operation, energy consumption, and CPU utilization compared to 

the baselines taken into consideration, thereby achieving efficacy and also security in the proposed smart network. 

 

Keywords: Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence, Internet-of-Things, Blockchain, Intrusion Detection, 

Intrusion Prevention. 

 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Internet of Things (IoT) 

The Internet of Things (IoT) is a network of intelligent physical objects that connects to the outside world to 

exchange information by Salim et al. (2020). There have been efficient methods suggested for managing the analysis 

of complicated data, improving security and privacy, and reducing power consumption as a result of the IoT 

networks' rapid expansion over the past several years shown by Tahsien et al. (2020). It is an emerging new network 

technology with the objective and opportunity to transform human life by enhancing the technology of the Internet. 

Therefore, its applications in diverse paces of life are seen to be increasing significantly described by Ahanger &  

Aljumah (2020). IoT is a new paradigm that enables a large number of smart things to be linked with the Internet. 

The objects like actuators and sensors devise are capable to manage and forward the data to a system without human 

contribution. 

IoT is anticipated to be the greatest impact after the advent of the Internet. The world of digital gadgets is expanding 

rapidly, and by 2010, there will be more devices on the planet than people. Similarly, projections indicate that by 

2020, there will be around 50 billion gadgets online. The number of devices linked to the Internet has beyond all 

predictions because of advancements in technologies like low power and resource-constrained devices, which have 

extended the Internet's scope to the farthest reaches of the globe. Figure 1 shows the IoT platform. Moreover, the 

IoT ecosystem core may focus on three key technical domains: connected devices or perception, connectivity or 

network (also called transport), and applications or services. 
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Fig-1 Internet of Things platform 

1.2 IoT- security 

The increasing number of connected devices in the era of the Internet of Things (IoT) has also increased the number 

of intrusions. Intrusion Detection System (IDS) is a secondary intelligent system to monitor, detect, and alerts about 

malicious activities; an Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) is an extension of a detection system that triggers relevant 

action when an attack is suspected in a futuristic aspect. Both IDS and IPS systems are significant and useful for 

developing a security model. Several studies exist to review the detection and prevention models; however, the 

coherence in the opportunistic advancements in the models is missing. Besides, the existing models also have some 

limitations, which need to be surveyed to develop new security models. Jayalaxmi et al. (2022) describe the survey 

as the first one to present a study of risk factor analysis using a mapping technique, and provide a proposal for a 

hybrid framework for an efficient security model for intrusion detection and/or prevention. More specifically, 

emphasize Machine Learning (ML) and Deep Learning (DL) techniques for intrusion detection-prevention systems 

and provide a comparative analysis focusing on the feasibility, compatibility, challenges, and real-time issues.   

With the increasing number of devices and sophistication of attack tools: hacking and security breaches have grown 

unlimited. IoT establishes a heterogeneous pervasive network of smart devices. Some of the complex IoT devices 

relate to a hostile interface, developed on uncontrolled platforms, and encounter vulnerabilities to individual systems 

available in the integrated network Gomathi et al. (2018). Lack of interoperability and accessibility in the vast 

heterogeneous landscape results in poor monitoring of the security mechanism in IoT networks. 

 

The remaining paper can be organized as follows:  

Section 2, discussed some of the recently published related states of arts. 

Section 3 describes the methodology and the model constructions.  

Section 4 discusses the experimental performances of the proposed work and some other related works. 

Section 5 presents the conclusion along with the future scope of work. 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW  

2.1 HIOT 

The Internet of Things (IoT) is playing a vital role in the rapid automation of the healthcare sector. The branch of 

IoT dedicated to medical science is at times termed as Healthcare Internet of Things (H-IoT). The key elements of 

all H-IoT applications are data gathering and processing. Due to the large amount of data involved in healthcare, and 

the enormous value that accurate predictions hold, the integration of machine learning (ML) algorithms into H-IoT 

is imperative. Bharadwaj et al. (2021) aim to serve both as a compilation as well as a review of the various state-of-

the-art applications of ML algorithms currently being integrated with H-IoT.  

 

2.2 Architecture of H-IOT 

An H-IoT system comprises an end-to-end network typically consisting of three major layers of operation. The data 

collection layer is responsible for the collection of medical data from various sensor devices attached to the 

patient/test subject that needs to be monitored/ examined. The data storage layer is responsible for the storage of big 

data collected from various sensors and transmitted through the Internet. The data processing layer analyzes the data 
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stored in servers to generate the required response through the application of computing algorithms. The 

implementation of these layers is enabled using the following technologies as shown in Figure 2. 

 

 

Fig-2 H-IoT Technologies 

The nodes in the network of an H-IoT framework to access information and communicate with each other securely, 

each node must be identified uniquely through technologies such as a unique identifier (UID). Both short and long-

distance communications between the nodes in the H-IoT network require pathways. Global positioning system 

(GPS) enables the various nodes to accurately track each other's geographical locations which is extremely 

important for certain use cases of H-IoT. Various other location tracking systems may also be required to 

compensate for instances of poor GPS connectivity. 

The data analyzed to draw inferences in an H-IoT system is generated by sensors. A large variety of sensors are 

available for the acquisition of such data, for instance, gyroscopes for measuring angular velocity, and 

electrocardiogram (ECG) sensors to measure electrical activity in the heart shown by Almotiri et al. (2016). 

Application-level architectures such as service-oriented architecture (SOA) or representational state transfer (REST) 

allow the various devices in the system to perform independently of each other 

 

2.3 IoMT 

Internet of medical things (IoMT) is getting researcher's attention due to its wide applicability in healthcare. Smart 

healthcare sensors and IoT-enabled medical devices to exchange data and collaborate with other smart devices 

without human interaction to securely transmit collected sensitive healthcare data to the server nodes. Alongside 

data communications, security, and privacy is also quite challenging to securely aggregate and transmit healthcare 

data to Fog and cloud servers.  

In IoMT, data aggregation is a requisite technique to abolish redundant health parameters of patient data and 

diminish transmission costs. In data aggregation, numerous medical sensing devices collect patient data. Edge 

devices aggregate data from the medical sensor nodes and then send the aggregated data to the cloud server 

described in Engineer et al. (2019). The collection of data can be categorized into two types of devices 

Homogeneous and Hybrid devices. Both types of devices separately transmit data to the Fog node. Moreover, 

mobile devices are introduced as a collector node for efficient data aggregation by Tang et al. (2019). It is a 

challenging task in remote health monitoring systems because nodes are mostly located in hostile surroundings with 

insecure transmission medium. There is a need for secure data aggregation while preserving the data integrity and 

privacy of the patient Guo et al. (2021). In IoT, security and privacy for the sensitive data of patients is essential and 

quite challenging in IoMT. In this context, cyber-physical systems (CPS) are also used in social services, especially 

in healthcare-based applications. It enhances the quality of medical care and extensively reduces healthcare cost. 

Fog-based system escorts the cloud computing model to the edge of the network thus enabling low latency, 

interoperability, and local analysis as a few basic attributes of Fog computing. The term ``FoG server'' was invented 

by Cisco Okay & Ozdemir (2018). Smart healthcare architecture allows monitoring devices to interact with the 

patient and remotely share data with the server. It reduces the overhead at the cloud server and also balances the load 
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among multiple local fog nodes. It also provides local processing and storage to attain better quality and response as 

compared with the cloud. Integration of fog and IoT provide more reliable, secure, and efficient services for users. 

The fog node locally processes data and predict intelligent decisions in an emergency to efficiently handle the 

critical situation of patient health.  

 

Fig-3 Secure data transmission and storage at FoG and cloud 

In smart healthcare systems, fog nodes with smart collector nodes at the edge of the network can be applicable 

because healthcare systems have attributes of low power, energy, and bandwidth. Fog computing and cloud 

computing can be an appropriate combination to overcome challenges in IoT and healthcare systems Puliafito et 

al.(2019). Fog computing in healthcare focuses on secure data collection and data aggregation for local and remote 

patients. Security and privacy are essential to ensure the confidentiality and integrity of data while transmitting 

sensitive medical data to the cloud server as shown in Figure 3.  

Patient-centric healthcare system helps in reducing clinic-centric treatment by remote monitoring by local/remote 

medical staff. Generally, the patient-centric healthcare system consists of a multi-layer structure by Farahani et al. 

(2018). In this context, fog computing faces different challenges like reducing latency, privacy, energy efficiency, 

bandwidth, scalability, and dependability. It is a challenging task to efficiently aggregate data from healthcare 

devices and locally process data in the fog then transmitted it towards the cloud server. Rahul et al.(2020) introduce 

privacy preserved healthcare framework for electronic medical records (EMRs) using Fog. EMR considers privacy 

as a main challenging issue and focuses on preserving privacy with fast response time in the Fog-assisted healthcare 

scenario. Fog-assisted smart cities, smart vehicles and smart grids are also considered that achieve secure, efficient, 

and reliable data collection with low computational cost and compression ratio. 

 

2.4 Machine Learning 

Machine learning techniques are majorly categorized as supervised learning, unsupervised learning, and 

reinforcement learning. Training with fully class-labeled data, and establishing the relation between the input and 

target units are the properties of supervised algorithms. Classification and regression are the two major categories of 

supervised learning. Unsupervised learning techniques find the hidden structure in the unlabelled data without 

training. Dimensionality reduction described by Su et al. (2018), density estimation, and clustering are the three 

major techniques used to make relevant groups for comparison and compression with unique identification. 

Arulkumaran et al. (2017) explain two major reinforcement methods policy search and value function 

approximation.  

The most popular machine learning algorithms which achieve good results in detecting the specious activities of IDS 

are decision trees, random forests, SVM, and neural networks. The accuracy of the models and the efficiency of the 
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algorithms depends on the application and the type of attack detected. A recent work experiments with interception, 

injection, and denial of service attacks; IPS is found to be immune to these attacks in Alves et al. (2018). It uses K-

Means techniques after removing the outliers and integrates Local Outlier Factor (LOF) algorithm to evaluate a 

score reflecting the abnormality of the observations. Tree Automata based on Automatic Approximations for the 

Analysis of Security Protocols, abbreviated by Werth and Morris (2019) propose a layer-based prevention technique 

that stimulates a physical system based on the payloads of the packets. It uses three layers: layer zero for physical 

devices, layer one for the ladder logic program, and layer two to activate the internal states of the ladder logic 

program.  

Li and lui (2019) introduce an ML technique using SVM in snort IDS to minimize the error rate and improve the 

performance. The combination of this model with a firewall gains high defensive ability. Nikhil et al. (2020) 

propose an integrated technique for prediction and prevention in the agriculture sector with smart connected devices. 

The experiment was conducted on real-time agriculture data using sensor devices and processed using machine 

learning and deep learning techniques. 

 

2.5 Wireless Sensor Networks 

IoT is a network of physical objects or things that can communicate and share information. In IoT-enabled Wireless 

Medical Sensor Networks (WMSN), the smart sensing devices share remote patient monitoring data with central 

repositories. During medical data aggregation and transmission, security is mandatory to guard against intruders. 

The main problem in existing base schemes is that complex multiplication operations are used for batch key 

creation. These schemes are computationally expensive and require huge memory space at the aggregator node 

(AN). Ghawar Said et al. (2022) present a lightweight Secure Aggregation and Transmission Scheme (SATS) for 

secure and lightweight data computation and transmission. SATS provides a lightweight XOR operation for 

obtaining batch keys instead of the expensive multiplication operation. 

In Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) sensors cover a large area and can have several sensors in the same region. It 

may lead to the collection of repeating data patterns, resulting in high computing and communication costs described 

by Ullah et al. (2020). Therefore, aggregation is a critical activity for removing repeating patterns from data before 

transmitting it over a communication channel to reduce communication costs and storage capacity. Many key 

challenges disturb the narration of the WSNs due to their appearances. Efficient energy utilization is the main issue 

for the survivability of the network in the IoT-enabled WSN in Singh et al. (2020). IoT-enabled wireless sensor 

networks are used in several survivability applications like remote health monitoring, smart homes, and intelligent 

transportation systems. 

Wang et al. (2019) presented a time-scheduling algorithm that provides effective data gathering by employing 

mobile sink nodes. Although, each mobile sink node moves on its trajectory, and a minimum spanning tree is 

employed to reduce the transmission cost. Naghibi et al. (2021) in this article authors suggest a secure data 

aggregation structure based on a grouping of the star and tree structure. Physically, the network is separated into 

four equal halves. Each portion recognizes a regular and consistent star structure to convey data. Hasheminejad & 

Barati (2021) describe a viable data aggregation approach based on tree topology. The scheme intends to lower 

energy usage, improve network dependability, and extend the life of the network. SATS protects against several 

security threats such as denial of service attacks, the man-in-the-middle attack, and reply attacks The proposed 

SATS are compared with relevant schemes and the results show that it provides better storage capacity, 

computations cost, communications cost, and energy consumption. 

 

3. METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Blockchain Technology 

Blockchain technology has received a lot of interest from both academic and industrial sectors as a result of the 

success of the Bitcoin application. Building a blockchain that is resistant to temperature changes is the initial 

objective of blockchain technology. Blockchain technology has five significant components: (i) Node, (ii) 

Transactions, (iii) Blocks, (iv) Miners, and (v) Consensus. Every component plays a vital role in blockchain 

operation. The node can be represented by a computer, server, or individual users followed by the transaction as a 

building block of the network. Blocks are storage devices that contain a set of previous transaction data. Miners are 

a set of rules verified during block accumulation. The consensus algorithm is a major part used for blockchain 

execution. Figure 4 illustrates the components of a blockchain. 
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Fig-4 Major components of a blockchain. 

 

 

Durga et al. (2022) explore the building mechanism of a secured private blockchain in a disinter mediating peer-to-

peer network that can be employed for smart healthcare. Although many blockchain-based image encryptions have 

been proposed for smart healthcare by Hakak et al. (2020) improvisation is still needed in terms of the strength of 

the security algorithms that can defend against IoT attacks. 

Khan et al. (2020) have propounded a scheme to encrypt image data by storing cryptographic pixels of an image on 

the blockchain. Encrypted results proved that this method could significantly secure the data from the leakage of 

information. The main upside of this work was that it could dispense IoT Security risks as this method could safely 

offload the data from different gadgets. The major limitation of this scheme is limited transaction speed and 

computing resources. Sultana et al. (2020) have provided a framework that gives a short outline about how to 

decentralize a trustless model that can handle security issues of medical images in healthcare systems. This has been 

finished by the fussing blockchain with zero trust standards. This method ensures role-based access that can improve 

the security of an image. The major disadvantage of this method is the network speed. Xiaoming et al.(2019) have 

proposed a shared design that relies on the blockchain to provide a hypothetical premise for non-designing practice. 

The principal preferred position of this plan is it can ensure the proficiency of the framework and improve the 

application administration capacity of distant detecting pictures. Faragallah et al. (2020) have introduced a color 

image crypto-logical version that utilizes RC6 for various operation vogues. A recreation model has been proposed 

to survey the presence of crypto logical versions with various activity vogues utilizing different encryption calibers 

measurements. 

 

3.2 SDN- Blockchain Classifier 

Software-Defined Networking (SDN) is known as a new model that separates the control plane and the data plane 

and is anticipated as a favorable solution for implementing Blockchain, to offer the scalability and adaptability 

required for IoT shown in Amin et al. (2021). The scalability of the network rises in direct proportion to the users' 

enhanced privacy on the network. Blockchain and SDN are two top innovations utilized to create secure network 

architectures and provide trustworthy data transmission. 
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Fig-5 Proposed Architecture of SDN-Blockchain Classifier 

 

Ghamdi (2022) proposed work, concentrated on blockchain-based SDN and creates an SDN-Blockchain Classifier 

shown in Figure 5. This IDS-based security tool provides a trust-based classifier by handling and reducing harmful 

traffic through traffic fusion and aggregation. In this work, developed SDN-Blockchain Classifier (Graylist-Based 

Packet, Whitelist-Based Packet), a trust-based security tool for blockchain-based SDN explained in algorithm 1. 

Through traffic fusion and aggregation, we reduce malicious traffic and protect blockchain nodes from attack. In a 

practical implementation, an incoming packet must first travel through the graylist-based packet classifier module to 

determine if its IP address is on the graylist.  

 

Algorithm 1 SDN-Blockchain Classifier 

Input: Arriving Packets 

Output: Notifications in case of MAC Flooding attacks are found 

START 

Mode = W (Whitelist-Based Packet Classifier) 

While (A=arriving packets()) 

{ 

Preprocessing (P) 

if (Mode = W)  

// Graylist-Based Packet Classifier IDs 

B = CD(A) where B is built from a set of A 

Classify B using IDs mechanism 

if (MAC Flooding attack found) 

{   

Mode = G 

Generate Notifications 

}  

else 

{  

// Whitelist-Based Packet Classifier IDs 

B = SD(A) 

Classify B using IDs mechanism 

if (MAC Flooding attack found) 

Generate Notifications 

if (MAC Flooding attack not founded within the specified time) 

Mode = W 

}  

}  
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END 

If a match is discovered, the condition for this packet in the look-up table can be examined. If anyone criterion is not 

satisfied, the packets will be sent to the whitelist-based categorization module under the second condition. If the 

packet's IP address is not on the graylist, it must be forwarded to the whitelist-based packet classifier module.  

 

Graylist-Based Packet Classifier consists of two sections: a look-up table for comparison and a whitelist 

containing all whitelisted IP addresses. To hold both general and particular conditions, the lookup table can include 

two sub-tables. Firstly, general conditions: This database keeps track of all extra criteria that must be checked with 

incoming traffic, including Flag data, network conditions, etc. Secondly, particular conditions: 

 

Whitelist-Based Packet Classifier the arriving contents with the IDS rules that have been previously saved based 

on their IP addresses, this module can assist in filtering network traffic. The supervise engine may determine the IP 

reliability by gathering relevant network data broadcast by the installed IDS and whitelist-based packet classifier 

module. It maintains the whitelist by the following weighted ratio-based whitelist generation techniques as indicated 

in Equation 1.  

 

 

                                                                                               (1) 

 

 

where ‘e’ denotes the number of excellent packets, ‘c’ is the number of poor packets and ten is the rate of weight. In 

prior analysis, the rate of weight varied between 1 to 30. Thus, the stability between the wrong positive and wrong 

negative rates could be achieved at a load of 20. It can be referred to the earlier work for further information on the 

creation of whitelists and the effects of the weighting factor. 

Finally, it is concluded by evaluating Salman et al. (2019) proposed framework SDN-Blockchain Classifier 

performance against MAC flooding attack in a simulation setting and demonstrating that it can attain optimized 

average throughput, response time, packet loss of crossing domain path, energy efficiency, end-to-end delay. 

 

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

In this section, the proposed method efficiency using various parameters such as average throughput, response time, 

packet loss of crossing domain path, energy efficiency, end-to-end delay, a file transfer operation, energy 

consumption, and CPU utilization compared to some methods under flooding attacks are appraised. Blockchain 

Fundamental (BCF), AS Cooperative Inter-domain Reputation (ASCIR), and Blockchain-based SDN-enabled 

Secure Routing (BSDNSR), are methods used in their scenario. Compare the proposed solution with BCF, ASCIR, 

and BSDNSR. A well-known cryptocurrency called Ethereum has completed the long-awaited switch to proof of 

stake. Proof-of-work, a consensus method that requires a considerable amount of computational power from each 

decentralized node active in the network, was once the foundation of the Ethereum blockchain. The proof-of-stake 

has various benefits, including improved energy efficiency, fewer access restrictions, hardware requirements, and 

less centralization risk. 

 

4.1 Average Throughput 

The complete throughput time or complete operation time of transactions refers to the amount of transaction 

demands made by IoT devices in a network. Additionally, It is found that after a certain period, the efficiency of the 

proposed framework with respect to security and secrecy is significantly superior to BCF, ASCIR, and BSDNSR 

methods shown in Figure 6. 
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                     Chart-1 Average Throughput 

 
                            Chart-2 Response Time 

 

4.2 Response Time 

It concerns the amount of time it takes for files to be sent between two Internet of Things devices, and it can be seen 

that the proposed solution is faster than the conventional one since the controller uses a proprietary routing protocol. 

The average response time for file transfers of various bulks among IoT nodes is shown in Figure 7. Additionally, It 

has been stated that the proposed technique achieves better than the BCF, ASCIR, and BSDNSR methods when 

fewer frequent assaults are involved. 

 

4.3 Energy Efficiency 

In the Blockchain-enabled SDN-IoT framework, energy efficiency is one of the crucial elements to be monitored 

and optimized. Energy indicates the proportion of energy used by all IoT devices currently connected to the 

network. As a result, the energy efficiency between the proposed model with that of BCF, ASCIR, and BSDNSR 

methods as shown in Figure 8 uses around 50% less energy. Finally, when compared to the other components, the 

proposed method uses the best energy efficiency. 

 

 
Chart-3 Energy Efficiency 

 

4.4 End To End Delay 

The real-time systems use IoT applications, so it is essential to complete all tasks as quickly as possible. The head of 

each cluster should therefore be chosen very carefully. The end-to-end delay as a function of simulation duration is 
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shown in Figure 9 curves when the proposed method, BCF, ASCIR, and BSDNSR methods are performed for 

seconds. 

 

 
                              Chart-4 End-to-end delay 

 
                    Chart-5 File transfer operation 

 

4.5 File Transfer Operation 

A TCP-based network, like the Internet, uses the File transfer Protocol (FTP) as a regular network protocol to share 

data from one computer to another. FTP has distinct control and data interfaces between the user and server and is 

based on a client-server framework. The local host in an FTP transaction is frequently referred to as the system of 

the final user. The second computer in an FTP connection is called the remote host, which is frequently a server. 

Both computers must be networked and configured properly to send data using FTP. The proposed approach can 

transport huge files more quickly than the current core-based method depicted in Figure 10. As a result, the 

suggested method enables speedy and safe file transfers. 

 

4.6 Energy Consumption 

Networking components and routing devices often use a lot of energy while transmitting data. Particularly, the 

device’s energy use is inversely associated with the rate of data it transmits. The energy usage may be decreased by 

utilizing the SDN-Blockchain classifier concept and using the CHs for transmission. It is clear that the suggested 

method uses less energy and selects the CHs more effectively than the BCF, ASCIR, and BSDNSR methods 

depicted in Figure 11. 

 

 

Chart-6 Energy Consumption 
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5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

IoT is essentially important to improve the quality of human life through the interconnection of different 

technologies, smart devices, and applications. Healthcare schemes consider medical architecture and its role in the 

physical world. Blockchain enables SDN-IoT ecosystems to struggle with underdeveloped workflow descriptions in 

the early stages of development as well as a dearth of resources to effectively install and accomplish this 

environment. 

SDN controllers may turn into a single point of failure because of the centralized control, making them a prime 

target for numerous attackers. The study of the convergence between Blockchain and SDN is becoming more 

prominent due to the growing use of blockchain technology. MAC flooding attacks might make blockchain nodes 

incapable of sending or receiving any block information, making blockchain-based SDN insecure. Because of this 

problem, SDN-Blockchain Classifier is created in this work, a trust-based security instrument for blockchain-based 

SDN, by reducing hostile traffic and safeguarding blockchain nodes through traffic fusion and aggregation.  

The proposed approach SDN-Blockchain Classifier outperforms than assumed baseline on both energy use and end-

to-end latency, according to the experimental assessment. Overall, compared to a traditional Blockchain, the SDN 

Blockchain-Based IoT framework achieves greater performance. The processing times displayed by the SDN 

controllers are also appropriate when compared to the file transfer operation in transactions made on the Ethereum 

Blockchain. The paper highlighted some of the key technologies, protocols, and standards with their native security 

challenges, concerns, and resolutions. In the future, it will be planned to develop the functionality of the architecture 

and implement the suggested architecture in a large-scale, real-world situation in the future. 
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